α α α ≠ − ∞ < < ) SF quantum numbers. The expansion coefficients of these one-range addition theorems are expressed through the overlap integrals of χ -NISTOs.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the Laplace expansion of the Coulomb potential ) (see Ref. [2] ) differs from the Condon-Shortley phases [3] by the sign factor ( 1) m − . The during application, the Laplace-like two-range addition theorems lead to nontrivial technical problems. It is highly desirable to use the one-range addition theorems as they are capable to simplify subsequent integrations in multicenter integrals substantially. It should be noted that the one-range addition theorems are essentially expansions of a given function belonging to a suitable Hilbert space in terms of functions that are complete and orthonormal in this Hilbert space. Accordingly, it is desirable to use the one-range addition theorems for ( ) * α ψ -SFETOs that are a large class of complete and orthonormal basis functions in corresponding Hilbert spaces. In this case, the problems associated with the evaluation of multicenter integrals do not arise (see Refs. [4, 5] ).
The aim of this paper is, using relation for ( ) * L α -SFLPs suggested by the author in standard convention (see Ref. [6] ) and references to our works on standard convention), the combined formulas for one-and two-center onerange addition theorems for the complete orthonormal sets of ( ) * α ψ -SFETOs and for χ -NISTOs and χ -ISTOs.
Basic formulas
The ETOs used in this work are defined as follows [5] : are the Pochhammer symbols [7] .
The orthogonality relations are defined as [5] (9) (10)
Combined one-and two-center one-range addition theorems for -SFETOs and χ -NISTOs
Using orthogonality relations (9) and (10) and formula [5] (11) it is easy to obtain for the one-range addition theorems the following series expansion relations: 
(15)
The calculation procedure of overlap integrals with χ -NISTOs occurring in (20) is described in a previous paper [8] . Thus, we have established a large number of combined one-and twocenter one-range addition theorems for ( ) * α ψ -SFETOs and χ -NISTOs through the overlap integrals of χ -NISTOs.
Application
As an application, we investigate the variations of scaling parameter ζ and SF quantum number α * using 
CONCLUSION
In this work, the combined one-and two-center one-range addition theorems for the complete orthonormal sets of ( ) * α ψ -SFETOs and χ -NISTOs are presented. The origin of these theorems is based on the extension of damping or self-frictional field theory introduced by Lorentz in classical electrodynamics [11] [12] [13] to the quantum case. The suggested in this study approach is of interest for the boarder multidisciplinary areas, which span over fields as diverse as physics, chemistry, biology and mathematics.
The application to the molecular calculations based on the use of presented one-range addition theorems will be examined in future studies, when ( ) 
